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Wave fields with spiral phase dislocations carrying orbital angular momentum (OAM) have been
realized in many branches of physics, such as for photons, sound waves, electron beams, and neutrons.
However, the OAM states of magnons (spin waves)—the building block of modern magnetism—and
particularly their implications have yet to be addressed. Here, we theoretically investigate the twisted spin-
wave generation and propagation in magnetic nanocylinders. The OAM nature of magnons is uncovered by
showing that the spin-wave eigenmode is also the eigenstate of the OAM operator in the confined geometry.
Inspired by optical tweezers, we predict an exotic “magnetic tweezer” effect by showing skyrmion
gyrations under twisted magnons in the exchange-coupled nanocylinder-nanodisk heterostructure, as a
practical demonstration of magnonic OAM transfer to manipulate topological spin defects. Our study paves
the way for the emerging magnetic manipulations by harnessing the OAM degree of freedom of magnons.
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In the past decades, the quantized orbital angular
momentum (OAM) of wave fields with spatially twisted
phase structure has been widely investigated, ranging from
photons [1–11], electron beams [12–18], and acoustic
waves [19–25] to neutrons [26,27] and gluons [28]. The
OAM is associated with rotation of a (quasi)particle about a
fixed axis and is encoded in the spiral phase profile of the
particle’s wave function characterized by an azimuthal ϕ
phase dependence eilϕ with a nonzero topological charge l
(an integer) and a vanishing field at the core. The OAM
component in the direction of the rotational axis has the
quantized value lℏ with ℏ the reduced Planck constant, in
contrast to the spin angular momentum (SAM) originating
from the wave polarization. Such twisted OAM states have
a phase dislocation on the axis that is sometimes referred to
as a vortex. Vortices with high OAM can be achieved using
spiral phase plates, computer-generated holograms, mode
conversions, and spatial modulators, among others
[14,15,18,29,30]. However, the OAM state of magnons
(or spin waves)—as elementary excitations in ordered
magnets—has received little attention by the community
[31,32], and its practical implication has never been
addressed, although their linear momentum and SAM have
been extensively explored in the context of Brillouin light
scattering spectroscopy [33], magnon-driven dynamics of
topological spin texture [34–38], Bose-Einstein magnon
condensation [39], etc.
In this Letter, we uncover the OAM nature of magnons

by studying the spin-wave dynamics in magnetic nano-
cylinders (see Fig. 1). As a proof of concept, we generate
magnon beams carrying OAM quantum number jlj ≤ 8 via
localized spatiotemporal fields. Inspired by the notion of

optical tweezers [40], we predict a “magnetic tweezer”
effect by demonstrating twisted-magnon-induced skyrmion
gyration in a chiral magnetic nanodisk exchange coupled to
one end of the magnetic nanocylinder, as a practical
application of the magnonic OAM transfer to matter.
We start with the following Hamiltonian modeling a

uniaxial ferromagnet of the cylindrical geometry:
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of a heterostructured nanocylin-
der exchange coupled to a chiral magnetic nanodisk hosting a
Néel-type skyrmion. A static field H is applied along the z
direction. A spin-wave beam with the wave vector k and OAM
quantum number l ¼ −5 is excited by a local microwave field B
applied over the yellow-disk region, leading to a steady skyrmion
gyration around the disk center.
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H ¼
Z

dr

�
A
M2

s
ð∇MÞ2 − μ0M · ðHþ hÞ

�
; ð1Þ

where M ¼ Msm is the local magnetization with the
saturated value Ms and the direction m, A is the exchange
constant, H ¼ H0ẑ is the external field along the z axis
(the symmetry axis of the cylinder), μ0 is the vacuum
permeability, and h is the dipolar field satisfying the
magnetostatic equation ∇ × hðr; tÞ ¼ 0 and ∇ · ½hðr; tÞþ
Msmðr; tÞ� ¼ 0. We therefore have hðr; tÞ ¼ −∇Φðr; tÞ,
where Φ is a magnetostatic potential. The spatiotemporal
evolution of magnetization is governed by the Landau-
Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation:

∂m
∂t ¼ −γμ0m ×Heff þ αm ×

∂m
∂t ; ð2Þ

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, α is the Gilbert
damping, and Heff ¼ −μ−10 δH=δM ¼ H0ẑþ hðr; tÞ þ
ð2A=μ0MsÞ∇2mðr; tÞ is the effective field. We consider
the spin-wave excitation on top of a uniform magnetization
m ¼ ðmx;my; 1Þ with m2

x þm2
y ≪ 1 and pursue the

time-harmonic solution mxðyÞðr; tÞ ¼ mxðyÞðrÞe−iωt and
Φðr; tÞ ¼ ΦðrÞe−iωt with the frequency ω. Substituting
these terms into the coupled magnetostatic and LLG
equations and adopting the linear approximation, we obtain

iω̄mx ¼ ðH0 − Ā∇2Þmy þ
∂Φ
∂y ; ð3aÞ

−iω̄my ¼ðH0 − Ā∇2Þmx þ
∂Φ
∂x ; ð3bÞ

∇2Φ ¼ Ms

�∂mx

∂x þ ∂my

∂y
�
; ð3cÞ

with ω̄ ¼ ω=ðγμ0Þ and Ā ¼ 2A=ðμ0MsÞ. The magnetic
potential within the cylinder takes the form Φðρ;ϕ; zÞ∼
JnðκρÞeinϕþikz. Here, JnðκρÞ is the Bessel function of the
first kind, n ¼ 0;�1;�2;… is the azimuthal quantum
number, k is the longitudinal wave number, and κ is the
transverse wave number. Substituting the Bessel profile
into Eqs. (3) leads to the following dispersion relation:
−H0Msk2þ½H0ðH0þMsÞ−ω̄2−ĀMsk2�ðκ2þk2ÞþĀð2H0þ
MsÞðκ2þk2Þ2þĀ2ðκ2þk2Þ3¼0, which is cubic in κ2, so that
for each combination of n and k, we have three line-
arly independent solutions of the magnetic potential
Φðρ;ϕ; zÞ ¼ P

3
j¼1 cjJnðκjρÞeiðnϕþkzÞ for ρ ≤ R and

Φðρ;ϕ; zÞ ¼ c4KnðkρÞeiðnϕþkzÞ for ρ > R, where R is the
radius of the nanocylinder and KnðkρÞ is the modified
Bessel function of the second kind. Accordingly, the
radial and azimuthal components of the dynamical mag-
netization are given, respectively, by mρðρ; ϕ; zÞ ¼
1
2

P
3
j cjκjf½(Jnþ1ðκjρÞ)=(Āðκ2j þ k2Þ þ H0 þ ω̄)� −

½(Jn−1ðκjρÞ)=(Āðκ2j þ k2Þ þ H0 − ω̄)�geiðnϕþkzÞ and

mϕðρ;ϕ;zÞ¼ −i
2

P
3
j cjκjf½(Jnþ1ðκjρÞ)=(Āðκ2j þk2ÞþH0þ

ω̄)�þ ½(Jn−1ðκjρÞ)=(Āðκ2j þk2ÞþH0− ω̄)�geiðnϕþkzÞ, in
which we have defined mρ ¼ cosϕmx þ sinϕmy and
mϕ ¼ − sinϕmx þ cosϕmy. From Noether’s theorem,
one can derive the OAM of twisted magnons

J z ¼
ℏ
S

Z Z
ð∇ψ × rÞzdxdy; ð4Þ

where S ¼ πR2 is the cross-section area of the nanocylinder
and ψðrÞ ¼ argðmx þ imyÞ [32]. Substituting the dynami-
cal magnetization profile into (4), we obtain J z ¼ lℏ with
l ¼ n − 1, the quantized OAM per twisted magnon.
The determination of the four unknown parameters c1,

c2, c3, and c4 depends on the boundary conditions on the
nanocylinder surface, i.e., the continuity of Φ, the normal
components of the magnetic induction and the magnetiza-
tion [41]. This allows us to write the condition for the
existence of nontrivial solutions:

detΔðω̄; κ1; κ2; κ3Þ ¼ 0; ð5Þ

where Δðω̄; κjÞ is the 4 × 4 coefficient matrix of boundary
conditions [41]. We shall solve the problem numerically by
searching for zeros of Δ [44].
We consider an isolated yttrium iron garnet (YIG)

nanocylinder of length L ¼ 2 μm and radius R ¼ 60 nm
[41]. The external field is μ0H0 ¼ 0.4 T. We consider the
case l ¼ −5. In Fig. 2(a), we show the magnitude of the
determinant Δ as a function of trial frequencies for
k ¼ 1 × 105 cm−1. Below 100 GHz, we find five frequen-
cies at 11.3, 25, 42.5, 63.5, and 90 GHz satisfying
boundary conditions. Full band structure is plotted by
white curves in Fig. 2(b). To verify the theoretical spin-
wave spectrum, we simulate the LLG equation (2) using
MUMAX3 [45]. To excite higher-order spin-wave modes, we
apply a microwave field and analyze the Fourier trans-
formation (FFT) of the spatiotemporal oscillation of mx, as
shown in Fig. 2(b) [41]. Simulation results compare well
with theoretical curves, except the lowest band which
represents the cross-sectionally uniform spin-wave mode
and cannot be generated by an inhomogeneous microwave
field. Figure 2(c) shows the cross-sectional distribution of
different modes emerging in Fig. 2(a). We find that these
modes actually have 0, 1, 2, and 3 radial nodes, viewed
from left to right, respectively. The magnonic potential well
between two neighboring nodes can be utilized to trap the
topological spin defects. However, only when its width is
comparable to or larger than the size of the defects is the
trapping efficient. We thus focus on the twisted magnons
with two nodes [the 2nd white curve from the top in
Fig. 2(b)].
To illustrate how twisted magnons can manipulate

magnetic textures, we consider a heterostructure shown
in Fig. 1. The nanodisk is a chiral ferromagnet containing a
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stabilized skyrmion. Twisted magnons are excited in the
YIG nanocylinder and then propagate rightward ðþẑÞ to
interact with the skyrmion in the nanodisk. Here, the
magnetization dynamics in the nanodisk is described by
the LLG equation as

∂n
∂t ¼ −γμ0n × ðH0

eff þHexÞ þ α0n ×
∂n
∂t ; ð6Þ

where n is the normalized magnetization in the nanodisk,
H0

eff is the effective field,Hex is an interfacial field resulting
from the nanocylinder-nanodisk exchange coupling, and α0
is the Gilbert damping. Generally, the exchange cou-
pling Eex ¼ −Jexnðr; tÞ ·mðr; tÞ such that Hex ¼
Jexmðr; tÞ=ðμ0M0

sÞ with M0
s being the saturation magneti-

zation of the nanodisk. Via the interfacial exchange
coupling, twisted magnons can transfer their OAM to
skyrmions. Below, we address this idea analytically and
numerically.
We adopt Thiele’s model to make analytical predictions.

By performing ½n × Eq: ð6Þ� ·∇n and considering the
collective coordinate nðr; tÞ ¼ n½r − UðtÞ�, we obtain

Gẑ ×
dU
dt

− α0D ·
dU
dt

þ F ¼ 0; ð7Þ

where U is the displacement of the skyrmion core from the
disk center; G ¼ −4πQdM0

s=γ is the gyroscopic constant
with Q ¼ ð1=4πÞ R R

n · ½ð∂n=∂xÞ × ð∂n=∂yÞ�dxdy being
the topological charge [Q ¼ −1 for the skyrmion in Fig. 1];
d is the thickness of the nanodisk; and Dij ¼
ðdM0

s=γÞ
R R ∂in · ∂jndxdy is the dissipation tensor.

The driving force includes two parts F ¼ fþ g, where
fðtÞ ¼ −K0UðtÞ is the restoring force from disk boundary
with the positive spring constant K0 [47], and gi½UðtÞ; t� ¼
Jexd

R R
mðr; tÞ · ∂in½r − UðtÞ�dxdy is the force due to

twisted magnons from the nanocylinder. Typically, the
skyrmion dynamics is much slower than the spin-wave
precession, i.e., j _UðtÞj=UðtÞ ≪ j _mj with UðtÞ ¼ jUðtÞj.
The g force can thus be divided into two terms:
g ¼ g0½UðtÞ� þ g00ðtÞ. Here, g0 is the slow component with
the same timescale as the skyrmion guiding center, whereas
g00 evolves as fast as the twisted magnons and hg00i ¼ 0 by
coarse-graining. Considering the leading-order terms only,
we can expand the total driving force as

F ¼ −KUðtÞ − λϕ̂; ð8Þ

where K ¼ K0 þ ΔK is the effective spring constant with
ΔK contributed by twisted magnons and λ is the coefficient
of azimuthal force. In a large-sized nanodisk, ΔK can
dominate over K0. By seeking the steady-state solution for
skyrmion gyrations, i.e., U ¼ const, and substituting (8)
into (7), we obtain

_UðtÞ ¼ −
KU
G

ϕ̂ and U ¼ λG
α0KD

: ð9Þ

The above result uncovers the twofold contributions of a
twisted magnon: First, it induces an extra confining force
which determines the gyration frequency of the circular
motion. Second, it generates an azimuthal force to com-
pensate the dissipation to sustain a stable gyration and
prevent the skyrmion from falling into the disk center.
Under a suitable orbit radius U, these two physical
processes reach a balance. Because the spring model with
constant coefficients is exact only when U=R ≪ 1 [47],
both K and λ may depend on the orbit radius U [see
Fig. 4(c)]. Below, we perform full micromagnetic simu-
lations [45] to verify our theoretical predictions.
We consider a Co/Pt nanodisk exchange cou-

pled to the YIG cylinder [41]. The Laguerre-Gaussian
(LG) excitation microwave field Blðρ;ϕ; tÞ ¼
B0ðρ=wÞjlje−ρ2=w2

Ljlj
2 ð2ρ2=w2Þ cosð−ωtþ lϕÞx̂ is locally

applied at z ¼ −20 nm (we set the interface as z ¼ 0).
Here, w is the width of the beam waist, B0 is the field

amplitude, and Ljlj
2 is the generalized Laguerre function.

We have numerically generated twisted two-node magnon
beams with a wave vector k ¼ 1 × 105 cm−1 and −8 ≤
l ≤ 0 [see Fig. 3(a)] [41].
Figure 3(b) shows the steady skyrmion gyration under

twisted magnon beams. The initial position of the skyrmion
is Uðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ ð−22; 0Þ nm [see Fig. 4(a)]. For l ¼ −5, we
observe a clockwise skyrmion circular motion with an
average velocity of 15.2 m=s along the orbit of radius
31.9 nm [shown in Figs. 3(b) and 4(a)]. To prove that the
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FIG. 2. (a) Boundary-value determinant versus trial frequencies
for a longitudinal wave vector k ¼ 1 × 105 cm−1 and l ¼ −5.
(b) Spin-wave spectrum in the nanocylinder. Solid curves are
theoretical results, comparing with the FFT transform amplitude
of mx from micromagnetic simulations. (c) Cross-sectional
distribution of spin-wave beams with 0, 1, 2, and 3 radial nodes
(from left to right) [46].
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rotational motion is indeed due to the OAM transfer from
twisted magnons to the skyrmion, we reverse the OAM of
the magnon beam to l ¼ þ5 without changing the rest of
the parameters. We then observe a counterclockwise
gyration of the skyrmion, as expected. However, the
skyrmion velocity is now significantly reduced to
7.82 m=s along a shrunk orbit of radius 19.7 nm [see
Figs. 3(b) and 4(c)]. The symmetry breaking of l ¼ −5 and
l ¼ þ5 is due to the topological nature of the skyrmion.
Given a skyrmion profile with a particular winding number
(Q ¼ −1 in our case), it has an intrinsic clockwise gyration
[Fig. 4(a)]. On the other hand, twisted magnons carrying
l ¼ −5 and l ¼ þ5 tend to induce skyrmion rotation in

the clockwise and counterclockwise direction, respectively.
Combining these effects, the intrinsic topology of the
skyrmion tends to boost (hinder) its rotation by twisted
magnons with l ¼ −5 (l ¼ þ5). As a comparison, we
consider the case with a vanishing OAM (l ¼ 0) and find
the skyrmion falling into the disk center [gray curve in
Fig. 4(a)], consistent with the OAM transfer picture. We
also perform simulations without magnons and find that the
skyrmion naturally gyrates into the disk center but with a
much longer time.
Figure 4(b) plots the time dependence of the guiding

center Ux;y driven by the spin-wave beam with l ¼ −5,
indicating a period of 13.2 ns. However, by carefully
investigating the orbit, we observe a fast oscillation mode
(right inset). Through the FFT analysis of UðtÞ, we identify
two peaks at 0.076 and 63.5 GHz (left inset), which
correspond to the skyrmion gyration and spin-wave pre-
cession, respectively. The relatively lower peak of the fast
mode justifies our coarse-graining treatment on g00.
Furthermore, we confirm the important role of damping.
As shown in Fig. 4(c), the skyrmion velocity monotonically
decreases with α0 for l ¼ −5. However, for l ¼ þ5 the
skyrmion velocity first increases until a certain value and
then decreases. We also find a shrinking (surprisingly
expanding) of the gyration orbit for l ¼ −5 (l ¼ þ5)
when α0 increases. To quantitatively interpret these numeri-
cal observations, we derive the U dependence of param-
eters K and λ in Eq. (8) (see the inset), which shows a sign
reversal when l is switched from −5 to þ5. The orbit
shrinking and expanding can thus be understood as follows:
For l ¼ −5, the spring coefficient K > 0, and the radial
force in Eq. (8) is centripetal. An increased damping will
slow down the skyrmion’s gyrating velocity and shrink its
orbit radius. For l ¼ þ5, the spring coefficient K < 0, and
the radial force becomes centrifugal. However, the Thiele
equation (7) is invariant by transformations G → −G,
λ → −λ, K → −K, and α0 → −α0, through which the radial
force recovers its centripetal nature. The −α0 can be viewed
as a gain [48] instead of damping. An increased α0 thus
represents an enhanced gain, which naturally leads to the
expansion of gyration orbits. The nonmonotonic jlj
dependence of the skyrmion velocity indicates the pos-
sibility to optimize twisted spin-wave beams and material
parameters, although a larger OAM magnitude always
expands the gyration orbit [Fig. 4(d)].
In numerical simulations, we use a LG microwave field

confined inside the magnetic cylinder purely as a computa-
tional method to generate twisted magnons, rather than a
practical proposal to induce gyration of the skyrmion,
although it could induce a faster skyrmion gyration when it
is directly applied on the Co=Pt disk. From an experimental
point of view, spin-wave beams carrying various OAM can
be excited by Brillouin light scattering [49] or by magnetic
spiral phase plates [50]. Very recently, twisted photons
were proposed to drive a rotational motion of the skyrmion,
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which however suffers from the diffraction limit [11,51,52].
In contrast to its photonic counterpart, the magnonic vortex
matches all timescales and length scales of skyrmion
dynamics, free from the mentioned limitations.
Furthermore, our magnonic OAM-induced skyrmion veloc-
ity can reach tens of meters per second with a low power
consumption. It is comparable to the current-driven sky-
rmion velocity in nanodisks that, however, work at very
high electric-current densities [53,54]. The magnonic
tweezers can also find applications in manipulating other
types of spin defects, such as magnetic vortex [55], bobber
[56,57], meron [58], hopfion [59–63], etc. Twisted mag-
nons in antiferromagnets [64] may manifest themselves
terahertz magnetic tweezers. Pushing the magnonic OAM
manipulation into quantum regions [65,66] is also an
interesting issue.
In summary, we predicted a magnetic tweezers effect by

demonstrating that magnonic vortices can drive the dynam-
ics of topological spin defects. Taking the magnetic sky-
rmion as an example, we showed both theoretically and
numerically that twisted spin-wave beams can induce a
steady-state skyrmion gyration in a hybrid nanocylinder-
nanodisk structure. Our work opens the door for twisted
magnonics, an emerging field about all-magnonic manipu-
lation by harnessing the OAM of magnons, in addition to
their linear momentum and SAM degrees of freedom.
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